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based on opengl, nvidia launched its cloud-computing
platform, nvidia grid, which enables gpu acceleration
of cloud applications. in our experience, grid requires

an nvidia graphics driver based on current
nvidiaopenglrdp.exe version as well as a remote
desktop application to be running on the same

windows 8 system as the grid instance. a remote
desktop application must be also running on the grid

platform to enable remote desktop streaming. it
provides a 3d wireframe rendering engine to help

developers render 3d geometry for games and
applications. opengl is a well-known programming

interface, which runs on many platforms. the interface
allows programmers to draw the 3d structures on the
screen, using a textured or wireframe model. this is a
two-dimensional graphics standard for developing and

rendering applications for use with 2d and 3d
graphics, also referred to as a vector graphics. we may

not have the details or the links of all the latest and
greatest (but we do have a small synopsis), but we
can say that opengl is the most successful graphics
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tool of all time. the second-longest-running game
series in the world, world of warcraft on the blizzard
entertainment mmo business, was using a custom

technology to achieve very high-quality renderings of
the 3d scenes. the technique, or not-very-high-quality,

was also used on bejeweled, but the popular jewel
puzzle game was rendering a complex candy bar

scene in 3d. (but it didn't have many details.) instead
of placing geometric primitives by hand, it is best to
use the system automatically, known as procedural

generation. opengl may be called a 2d api. but, it has
powerful functions to create 3d graphics which are

transparent to application developers. opengl is open-
source and freely available to any individual or

business developer. the best part of opengl is that it is
software-only, and not hardware-based. to date,

opengl has not met the quality and performance levels
of directx.
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GLUT 3.2 fixes many minor bugs and expands
functionality. Media in all formats supported by

libquicktime are now auto-detected, and the utility is
now auto-generated from a bare GL/gl.h and GL/glu.h

pair. The input device and window attributes, reflected
by the GLUT API, have been changed to fit more

closely with the Windows API. A win.h file has been
included to make it possible to compile GLUT on
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Windows 95 and NT. The test suite has been
expanded, and more examples have been included.
GLUT (pronounced like the glut in gluttony) is a free

utility library which provides a portable abstraction to
the Windows API which makes it much simpler and
easier to learn to write OpenGL programs. OpenGL
doesnt share implementation details. It is up to the

developers to have different implementations,
provided the end-results are the same as those

specified by OpenGL. The graphics standard shared by
OpenGL libraries finds use in numerous ways to create

and manipulate two and three-dimensional vector
graphics. GLUT (pronounced like the glut in gluttony)

is the OpenGL Utility Toolkit, a window system
independent toolkit for writing OpenGL programs. It

implements a simple windowing application
programming interface (API) for OpenGL. GLUT makes

it considerably easier to learn about and explore
OpenGL programming. GLUT provides a portable API
so you can write a single OpenGL program that works
on both Win32 PCs and X11 workstations. 5ec8ef588b
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